
Connected
Through design, technology and our focus on 

sustainability, we foster connections.

Flexible
You can create your own

experiences and we are here
to support you.

Authentic
We are part of the community
and reflect that in our design,

F&B and vibe.

Motto by Hilton is a micro-hotel with an urban vibe 
in prime global locations.  We've deconstructed the 
traditional hospitality experience to give guests 
centrally located accommodations, e�cient and 
flexible micro-hotel rooms and design-led 
gathering spaces where you want to invite people 
to hang out. 

→ Curated Experiences
Motto will deliver authentic, local and unique design
and experiences developed in collaboration with
the communities we inhabit.

→ Coveted Neighborhoods
Motto is located in coveted neighborhoods
empowering guests by giving them the freedom to
create their own experiences in the world’s most
sought-after cities.

→ Opening Doors
Motto cuts out the frills that drive costs up, giving
guests the ability to pay for what really matters to
them.

We have major plans for development at Motto.  
Check out our numerous deals in different stages of 
development in global prime urban neighborhoods.  
To learn more about our development 
opportunities, please visit hilton.com/development

Atlanta / New York City / Lima / Chicago / 
London / Washington D.C. / Rotterdam / 
Mexico City /Copenhagen/Rome / Paris / Milan

Meet 

Motto

MICRO-ROOMS, MAJOR PLANS



It's app-powered mobile check-in. It's 
unplugging from the world and connecting 
with yourself. We're re-imaginging the hotel 
experience. 

→ As a micro-hotel, we have a  smaller 
environmental footprint by design.

→ Efficient rooms, no fuss or muss, targeting
~14 square meters.

→ Connected Room technology makes it easy to 
control the lights, climate, and TV from the Hilton 
Honors app.

→ Create your ideal space and size with flexible 
furniture and rooms that link.

→ Acoustically friendly materials and quiet 
mechanical systems contributing to a good 
night's sleep.

\

Bespoke to each location, our Motto 
Commons offers a dynamic space to 
work / drink / eat / think / chat / 
laugh / rest / ponder. 

Premium Coffee Experience
Bright, airy, friendly, the coffee experience is a 
destination for hotel guests and locals alike.  A 
light food offering and great coffee bring this 
space to life as it transitions from day to night. 

Locally Curated Food & Beverage 
Activated in the locally inspired Commons, 
Motto’s beverage-forward program appeals 
equally to guests and locals through its 
thoughtfully curated and approachable menu. 

A VIEW OF OUR ROOMS

ANYTHING BUT COMMON
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